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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to assess the ability of project portfolio management practices to support the 
pursuit of ambidexterity at the project level through engagement with specific dimensions and 
mechanisms. The focus is on examining the operating/business model and challenges that are imposed 
on the firms, but deemed resolvable through the simultaneous pursuit of multiple projects emphasising 
contradictory strategic goals. Data are obtained from multiple exploratory interviews of senior executives 
involved in project-level activities who were drawn from twelve case organisations in the Middle East. 
The study finds evidence of four forms of ambidexterity dimensions and mechanisms. Analysis 
undertaken against operating/business model and challenges of these dimensions and mechanisms of 
ambidexterity suggests that they are not only inter-related, but do so at various organisational levels. 
1. Introduction
1.1 Projects in operations 
The literature suggests that projects represents critical drivers for operationalizing the visions of 
organisations (Ojiako et al. 2015; Maylor et al. 2018).  Due to their ephemeral nature (see Turner et al. 
2015; Prado and Sapsed 2016), the mutuality of its interdependent processes (Turner and Lee-Kelley 
2013) and temporal switching ability (Liu and Leitner 2012; Kortmann et al. 2014), projects serve as the 
ideal conduit for managing distinct routines that encompass operations (Hayes 2002).  




Extensive research has been undertaken within the strategic management (Wassmer et al., 2017) 
and project management discipline (Kornfeld and Kara 2011; Martinsuo 2013) examining to what extent 
organisations may be better off pursuing single as against a multiple number of project initiatives and 
whether organisations have the competency simultaneously to pursue multiple projects that emphasise 
contradictory strategic goals (Wassmer et al. 2017). Studies appear to suggest that most organisations 
rarely undertake to deliver single projects (Eriksson 2013). In fact, there is acknowledgement in the 
literature that while there are considerable advantages for organisations to direct their resources 
delivering single project initiatives, doing so could lead at a certain tipping point to declining returns. To 
counter the potential for such an occurrence, most organisations introduce and manage simultaneously, 
a continuous range of multiple concurrent projects in the form of ‘portfolios’. Managing a project 
portfolio requires a broad perspective of projects that departs from construing each project as an 
independent entity. In a portfolio, while each project is independent, collectively, they are interdependent 
(connected to other projects via resource sharing), thus makes a contribution (however discrete) to the 
viability of the entire portfolio (Verma et al. 2011).  
 
1.2 The project portfolio imperative 
Organisations conceive portfolios as “…a group of projects that are carried out under the sponsorship 
and/or management of a particular organization” (Archer and Ghasemzadeh 1999, p. 208). Herein, 
portfolios serve as a means of sharing resources among multiple concurrent projects which are perhaps 
smaller than would justify the dedication of specific ring-fenced resources (Verma and Sinha 2002; 
Kopmann et al. 2017). Portfolios provide organisations with the opportunity to enable different projects 
simultaneously access critical resources that reside within the boundaries of other projects. This allows 
for process efficiencies to be attained. By pursuing multiple projects at the same time, organisations can 
also ensure that risk are widely spread (Wassmer et al. 2017). Furthermore, project portfolios can provide 
learning benefits as organisations develop their experience base gleaned from the different projects.  
Although project portfolios accord organisations a number of advantages, portfolios are 
associated with a number of unintentional negative consequences. One such consequence is the increase 
in the demands for information processing and greater costs of coordination due to stakeholder 
heterogeneity (Ojiako et al. 2015a).  Key project stakeholders within organisations may express different 
preferences for individual projects within their portfolio given limited resources. Project stakeholders 
with a preference for predictability, high task certainty and who are risk averse may support projects 
which are designed within the realm of pre-existing organisational competencies (Chipulu et al. 2019). 
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These projects are by implication more likely to involve standard practice (articulated in policy and other 
methodology-based documentation – see Verma et al. 2011). On the other hand, project stakeholders 
who are more inclined to opportunity seeking and who are neither risk averse nor concerned about high 
task uncertainty may seek to stretch or innovate on current competencies and by implication explore new 
ideas.  
In order to reduce information processing and coordination costs associated with project portfolio 
management (henceforth ‘PPM’), organisations can among various approaches seeks to seamlessly 
balance or re-negotiate the various tensions experienced within these portfolios. When an organisation 
over-invests in exploitative as against explorative projects, they are likely to enjoy success from 
exploiting existing competencies, but in the face of major changes in technology, such success is unlikely 
to sustain strategic competitiveness as those competencies become outdated and begin to represent the 
core rigidities of tomorrow (see Leonard‐Barton 1992). At the same, when an organisation over-invests 
in exploitative projects, it will begin to encounter significant costs due to its engagement with constant 
search activities (Cao et al. 2009). According to Piao and Zajac (2016), being engaged in repetitive 
exploitative initiatives by an organisation is only likely to degrade its ability to develop explorative 
capabilities and in the process proactively engage with dynamic changes to their business environment. 
Such organisations will also likely experience “success trap” if emphasis is predominantly on for 
example projects (portfolios) that emphasise the exploitation of existing initiatives (Levinthal and March 
1993, p.106). On the other hand, where there is predominant emphasis on exploring new (strategic) 
initiatives, “failure traps” becomes more of a reality (Levinthal and March 1993, p.105). Herein, an 
organizations ability to simultaneously manage different projects (with different objectives and a host of 
other imperatives such as stakeholder interests) within a portfolio will be driven by a number of core 
capabilities – one being ambidexterity (Fernhaber and Patel 2012).  
 
1.3 Ambidexterity  
As a maturing research concept and theoretical prism, ambidexterity, which involves “….the ability to 
simultaneously pursue both incremental and discontinuous innovation and change…” (Tushman and 
O'Reilly 1996, p. 24). Ambidexterity is increasingly attracting the attention of scholars in the field of 
project management (Aubry and Lièvre 2010; Leybourne and Sainter 2012; Eriksson 2013; Turner and 
Lee-Kelley 2013; Turner et al. 2013a, 2013b, 2014, 2015, 2016a,b; 2018) and the wider operations 
management discipline (Kortmann et al. 2014; Sohani and Singh 2017). As a theoretical prism, 
ambidexterity is not only one of the theories that is currently being extended into project management 
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from operations management (Maylor et al. 2018), but it has also been utilised as a prism to explore a 
number of project management concepts including for example complexity. For example, Turner et al. 
(2018) claims that instead of a traditional view of complexity as a construct to be either reduced or 
resolved, an ambidextrous perspective will imply the concurrent “accommodation” and “minimisation” 
of complexity. Ambidexterity is a lens that recently has increasingly begun to be used within Production 
Planning & Control (see for example, Esposito de Falco et al 2017; Love et al 2018). The interest among 
scholars on ambidexterity appears driven by its versatile and pervasive nature and application to various 
disciplines (Birkinshaw and Gupta 2013; Turner et al. 2013a).  
 
1.4 Ambidexterity and PPM 
From our understanding of the literature, PPM is critical to successfully achieving ambidexterity. In fact, 
as both Eriksson (2013) and Sinha (2016) has emphasised, the conflict and/or tensions associated with 
ambidexterity can be addressed by adopting PPM. Here, PPM can help manage not only the interfaces 
and interdependencies that arise between projects pooled within the same portfolio, but the contradictions 
associated in managing projects with different and contradictory expectations. Since the argument goes 
that organisations that are able to simultaneously pursue multiplicity are more likely to exhibit superior 
performance (Fernhaber and Patel, 2012), it is reasonable to posit that PPM is able through its role in 
simultaneousity to enhance organisational ambidexterity and by implication, organisational performance. 
We argue therefore that PPM complements a number of benefits of ambidexterity. Thus, an organisation 
with a substantially level of PPM competency will be able to not only effectively manage concurrent 
projects, but also be able to manage existing projects while developing newer ones, even ones with 
conflicting project goals and strategic objectives.  
It then follows that project portfolios may be a crucial means of achieving firm ambidexterity 
(Bresciani et al. 2017; Wassmer et al. 2017). This occurs because through alliances, organisations gain 
access to networks outside their firm boundaries and are able to draw upon through their external alliance 
partners, new resources that are able to complement resources which already exist internally (Bresciani 
et al. 2017; Wassmer et al. 2017). In addition, through alliance partners, organisations are able to for 
example choose to focus their efforts on exploration and value creation while delegating/shifting less 
value creating activities (exploitation) to their alliance partners. Thus, Bresciani et al. (2017) claims that 
alliances are an important means by which organisations release internal resources from the dual 
challenge of simultaneous exploration and exploitation – in effect, contradictory expectations. The point 
which must however be noted from alliance literature (for example, Tiwana 2008), is that while PPM 
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may create an opportunity for managing ambidexterity, optimised PPM cannot discount the need for 
effective management of individual projects (Gerwin and Ferris 2004). In fact, Tiwana (2008) opines, 
“…the successful accomplishment of novel projects requires the heterogeneity of capabilities and 
expertise provided by bridging ties among alliance partners” (p. 251). Not only are projects utilised to 
drive value in most businesses, but also it is at the project level (due to its transient, ephemeral and 
atypical nature) as against the portfolio level that the visions of organisations are operationalized and 
ambidexterity is likely to be best actualised (Turner and Lee-Kelley 2013; Petro et al. 2018). 
 
1.5 The research question 
Mindful of scholarship calling for increased empirical studies in operations (Choi et al. 2016) and project 
management (Geraldi and Söderlund 2018), project management is a discipline which is oriented towards 
practical application (Cicmil et al. 2006; Blomquist et al. 2010). Cicmil et al. (2006) for example 
emphasises the need for research that “takes seriously practitioner’s lived experience of projects” (p. 
675). Blomquist et al. (2010) espouses the need for project management research that is relevant – in the 
form of “project‐as‐practice” (p. 5). However, as relates to ambidexterity at the project level, Turner and 
Lee-Kelley (2013) has pointed out that “there is limited theorisation and empirical evidence within the 
literature on how exploitation and exploration are achieved in practical, team-based operations” (p.180). 
This point is reiterated in his later works (see Turner et al. 2013a; Turner et al. 2016a) and the works of 
Liu et al. (2012) and Sohani and Singh (2017) who assert that while there is substantial research is 
available on organisation-level ambidexterity, insight on project-level ambidexterity is largely meagre. 
To reinforce this claim, Petro et al. (2018) opined in their recent taxonomical analysis of the elements 
and components of project-level ambidexterity that as a term, ‘ambidexterity’ does not appear in a 
number of project practitioner management practice manuals. 
While available research broadly provides us with a wide range of ideas on how to manage project 
portfolios, it will appear that there are still areas of the operations and project management literature that 
remains unsettled as relates to firstly the specific dimensions and mechanisms required to achieve project-
level ambidexterity (Turner and Lee-Kelley 2013; Turner et al. 2013a; Turner et al. 2016b; Petro et al. 
2018) and how secondly, how these dimensions and mechanism are best operationalized at the project 
level for relevance to project management practice. Taking all this into consideration, our research 




RQ: How can project portfolio management (PPM) facilitate ambidexterity in project-based 
organisations? 
 
2. Overview of prior literature  
2.1 Types, levels, dimensions and mechanisms of ambidexterityn 
A review of the academic literature suggests that ambidexterity is actualised in the form of multiple types, 
across different organisational levels (see Birkinshaw and Gupta 2013; Kassotaki et al. 2018), is of 
different dimensions (Sohani and Singh 2017; Petro et al. 2018) and actualised via a number of different 
mechanisms (O'Reilly and Tushman 2011; Turner et al. 2013a). Understanding of these constructs (types, 
levels, dimensions and mechanisms) is in line with assertions made earlier by He and Wong (2004) on 
the need to understand the “…different structures, processes, strategies, capabilities, and cultures to 
pursue and may have different impacts on firm adaptation and performance [of ambidexterity]” (p. 481). 
Recent studies by Petro et al. (2018) asserts the existence of different levels, dimensions and mechanisms 
of a project-focused typology of organisational ambidexterity. 
 
2.1.1 Types of ambidexterity: Extant ambidexterity research has construed ambidexterity from three 
different but complementary perspectives which includes firstly ‘structural ambidexterity’ – which 
emphasised the creation of different autonomous organisational subunits deemed separated structurally, 
each operating with different resources and utilising different processes (Jansen et al. 2009; Mom et al. 
2009; O'Reilly and Tushman 2011). Structural ambidexterity can be actualised in a number of ways. One 
way is through ‘temporal switching’ (O'Reilly and Tushman 2011) which allows for the oscillation 
(swinging) between for example formal and informal project structures, processes and different or 
alternate strategic focus. Not exhibiting the flexibility required to undertake ‘temporal switching’ means 
that it is possible that the organisation ends up over-investing or emphasising projects which are focused 
on exploitation as against exploration (or vice-versa). Liu et al. (2012) suggests that ‘structural 
ambidexterity’ is not appropriate for project-related work because of the need for project teams to be 
integrated and as far as possible, co-located. Another type of ambidexterity is ‘sequential ambidexterity’ 
where the differentiation emphasised organisations emphasising focusing first on one initiative, and then 
on its completion on another (Eriksson 2013). The third and final type of ambidexterity is ‘contextual 
ambidexterity’ which involves the simultaneous pursuit of exploration and exploitation within a specific 
entity (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004; Zimmermann et al. 2015). The emphasis is on the use of 
behavioural and social interactions to facilitate employee empowerment that enables ambidexterity. 
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While recent studies suggest that a combination of these different forms of ambidexterity may be more 
beneficial to organisations (see Zimmermann et al. 2015, 2018; Wassmer et al. 2017), contextual 
ambidexterity is deemed to be the most effective means of actualising ambidexterity at the project level 
(Liu et al. 2012). 
 
2.1.2 Levels of ambidexterity: From Sohani and Singh (2017) and Petro et al. (2018), we have come to 
understand levels as decision points that reside at the point of the individual project manager. Defined by 
Rousseau (1985, p. 3/4) as “the hierarchical relationship and attributes of the constituent elements of an 
organisation”, levels of ambidexterity can refer to the level of the individual (in this case project 
manager), the organisational or the social level (Turner et al. 2013). It can also refer according to Petro 
et al. (2018) to the individual, project, operations and strategic perspective of ambidexterity. Li et al. 
(2008) undertook quite substantial work examining the operationalization at different levels finding for 
example that at the individual level, exploitation and exploration were deemed as distinct. They also 
found that at the project level, exploration was construed by the level of focus of the project on new 
developments. At the individual project manager level, the authority to make decisions has a positive 
impact on competency for ambidexterity competency, however formalizing project tasks allocation will 
not appear to have any major impact on their ambidexterity competency (Mom et el. 2009). A natural 
extension of the study by Mom et al. (2009) is Aubry and Lièvre (2010) and Lin and McDonough (2011), 
both which explored how project leadership impacted upon ambidexterity.  
The organisational level appears to be an area of considerable interest among scholars, attracting 
arguably the highest amount of empirical research (Turner et al. 2013b). Similar to the individual level, 
exploitation and exploration were deemed as distinct at the firm level, however at firm level, this 
distinction appeared focused on exploitation as the search for ‘near’ knowledge search and exploration 
as the search for ‘distant’ knowledge. Levels can also encompass sub-elements for example, within the 
organisation. This may include for example the level of the firm and the employee (Kassotaki et al. 2018) 
and also functional units and/or the project (Turner et al. 2013; Kassotaki et al. 2018). 
Across the employee level, scholars have for example been interested in understanding the role 
of top-managers/executives in actualising ambidexterity (García-Granero et al. 2017). More recent 
studies by Zimmermann et al. (2018) provides very intriguing insights into on top-managers/executives 
in actualising ambidexterity by suggesting that as against general conventional understanding on the role 
of  top-managers/executives in actualising ambidexterity, it is in fact frontline managers (such as project 
managers) that perhaps the more proactive and central role in enacting ambidexterity. Benner and 
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Tushman (2003) generally, conceptualise the project level as representative of the “…multiple tightly 
coupled subunits that are themselves loosely coupled with each other” (p. 242). Generally, the studies by 
Turner et al. (2013b) suggests that at the functional level of the organisation, due to extreme complexity, 
there is a need for intense resourcing and processes (mechanisms)to support project‐level ambidexterity.  
 
2.1.3 Dimensions of ambidexterity: When we consider dimensions, we refer to specific project-based 
attributes that are capable of creating paradoxes which will make a demand for resolution in before the 
performance of projects could be enhanced (Petro et al. 2018). More specific to projects, Petro et al. 
(2018), identified four dimensions of ambidexterity which included knowledge (an organised form of 
ideas), technology (seen to imply a practice-focused application of science), process (which referred to 
multi-level routines – although one concern from a project management perspective related to the 
perceived constraining role of project management bodies of knowledge) and behaviour (where the focus 
had been a need to resolve behavioural tension). 
Cao et al. (2009) does not conceptualise dimensions as relating to paradox-creating organisational 
features. Instead they conceptualise dimensions as operationalizing constructs. To cater for 
ambidexterity, two such dimensions are identified. First, the “balanced dimension” which appeared to 
conceptualise ambidexterity as comprising of two purely distinct and independent constructs 
(exploitation and exploration) on which organisations have to oscillate in between. This dimension 
appears more suitable to firms facing resource constraints. Second is the “combined dimension” which 
construes these two constructs as corresponding to the combined form of the “balanced dimension”. 
Organisations that are more suitable to this dimension are those that have more access to various 
resources. According to Cao et al. (2009), the distinction between the two dimensions relate mainly to 
their operationalisation requiring different mechanisms. Herein, organisations that have readily available 
resources are more likely to be able to pursue at the same time exploitation and exploration. 
 
2.1.4 Mechanisms of ambidexterity: Mechanisms on the other hand are seen to represent those 
“…processes, systems and structures” (Turner et al. 2013a; p. 318) and “…specific managerial actions” 
(O'Reilly and Tushman 2011, p. 8) that facilitate the simultaneous pursuit of exploitation and exploration. 
Through these mechanisms, organisations are able to exploit and leverage resources for their simultaneity 
across multiple projects (portfolios) with inconsistent and conflicting objectives (Turner et al. 2013a). 
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Thus, mechanisms serve as enablers of ambidexterity (Turner and Lee-Kelley 2013). These 
mechanisms may be formal or informal although according to Jansen et al. (2009) ambidexterity is more 
likely to be enacted through formalized mechanisms. 
 In Jansen et al. (2005) three coordinating mechanisms for ambidexterity were identified as (i) 
decentralization which focused on delegated authority within the hierarchy of organisations (ii) 
formalization which addressed the extent to which organisational routines (in the form of rules and 
procedures) were captured in formal forms and (iii) connectedness, in order words, the nature of the 
governance arrangements within an organisation (for example, in the case of projects – what role the 
project management office may perform to enable ambidexterity – see Turner and Lee-Kelley 2013). 
Their work was extended in Jansen et al. (2009) where four mechanisms of ambidexterity integration 
were identified as (i) senior team (ii) organizational (iii) formal and (iv) informal integration. Turner et 
al. (2013a) focusing on sub-organisational units (such as projects) identified three intellectual capital 
resources (organizational, social and human capital) as complementary to the generic mechanisms of 
ambidexterity. Turner et al. (2013a) were influenced to explore these mechanisms or specific managerial 
actions because a lack of practical understanding of the realities of such managerial action was likely to 
limit the effectiveness of project-portfolio management (PPM) practices. This position was largely driven 
by a recognition that the core ambidexterity resources (intellectual capital in the form of human, social 
and organisational capital) that support those mechanisms coexist in the form of the two constructs of 
ambidexterity (exploitation and exploration). Lin and McDonough’s (2014) exploration of mechanisms 
of ambidexterity represented a slight departure from the direction that Turner (…and Lee-Kelley 2013; 
et al. 2013a, et al. 2016a) and later on Petro et al. (2018) had taken which had focused on mechanisms 
from a processes, systems and structural perspective. Instead, emphasising specific managerial actions, 
they had emphasised mechanisms as cognitive framing related to individual manager knowledge 
acquisition, learning and idea exchange.  
Reverting to the process, systems and structural perspective of mechanisms, Beverland et al. 
(2015) focus was on process design. Petro et al. (2018) identified four mechanisms - (i) structural, (ii) 
learning, (iii) selection/allocation and (iv) communication. Among the main contributions of the study 
by Turner (…and Lee-Kelley 2013; et al. 2013a, et al. 2016a) and that of Petro et al. (2018) is that in 
taking into consideration how the project-contextualised ambidexterity literature has evolved over the 
years, both sets of studies (that is Turner et al. 2013a; Petro et al. 2018) have been able not only to 
facilitate more detailed understanding in terms of how ambidexterity may be achieved as in the case of 
Turner et al. (2013a) and Petro et al. (2018), but also provided opportunities for exploring a possible 
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expanded definition of ambidexterity that is project focused as in the case of Petro et al. (2018). However, 
both sets of studies are limited in that being primarily literature driven, they do not provide any 
knowledge that is derived from any observed or measureable phenomena of actual experience.  
To summarise, what appears to be the case is that through a combination of these different 
mechanisms, organizations gain the ability to adjust and synchronize the relationships between its various 
units, systems and processes hereby becoming ambidextrous. Geerts et al. (2018) refers to spatial 
ambidexterity as an ambidexterity mechanism that focuses on driving ambidexterity based on 
geographical proximate locations.  
 
2.2 Beyond types, levels, dimensions and mechanisms  
It is important to acknowledge that project-focused ambidexterity has covered a much wider breath than 
ambidexterity’s four constructs (types, levels, dimensions and mechanisms). For example, project-
focused ambidexterity literature has ranged from Lee et al. (2006) which focused on coping strategies in 
ambidextrous project environments to studies by Liu and Leitner (2012) focused on understanding how 
ambidexterity impacts upon the performance of projects. Lee et al. (2006) found that strategies to cope 
with ambidexterity in projects were more pronounced in larger globally-focused projects than projects 
of smaller sizes. Both Hoang and Rothaermel (2010) and Liu and Leitner (2012) sought to understand 
project performance from an ambidexterity perspective. Hoang and Rothaermel (2010) focused on the 
nature of the impact of an organisation’s alliance activities and project performance. Drawing on 
ambidexterity literature, they suggested that exploiting alliances were more likely to enhance project 
performance. On the other hand, exploration primarily due to the efforts likely to be expended on search, 
was more likely to have a negative effect on project performance. Their study supports assertions made 
later by Eriksson (2013) who found that due to their ephemeral nature (see also Turner et al. 2015), 
project performance was more likely to derive from a focus on exploitation as against exploration. This 
position appears also to have been shared by Leybourne and Sainter (2012). Liu and Leitner (2012) on 
the other hand focused their study on how that structural separation as a mechanism of ambidexterity 
may impact upon the performance of projects. Their findings suggests that structural separation was 
largely not an effective mechanism in enhancing project performance. In Turner and Lee-Kelley (2013) 
particular attention was paid to the role of project management offices (PMOs) in the achievement of 
ambidexterity. Here it was observed that PMOs allowed for the concurrent and simultaneous boundary 
spanning examination of multiple levels of ambidexterity (see also Julian, 2008). The use of PMOs 
allowed for concurrent focus on the individual project at the same time as a focus of the strategic interest 
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of portfolios. Sohani and Singh (2017) examined the processes and routines utilised to operationalise 
ambidexterity finding amongst others that the nature of the interaction among various individual actors 
across different functional units (including at the level of the portfolio) of the organisation played a major 
role in the success of any operationalisation of ambidexterity. In Turner et al. (2018), drawing from 
project management literature, ambidexterity was utilised as a theoretical prism to explore 
responsiveness to complexity. 
The alluded versatility and pervasiveness of ambidexterity has also become an occasional 
conversation within the wider operations management (Gaiardelli et al. 2015; Maylor et al. 2018). Indeed 
from an operations management perspective, ambidexterity was a key theme in the 2015 special Issue of 
Production Planning and Control “The strategic transition to services” (see Gaiardelli et al. 2015), the 
emphasis, perhaps not surprising, being on innovation. For example, Esposito de Falco et al (2017) 
discuss the effect of impact of collaborative innovation on firm ambidexterity; Roldán Bravo et al (2017) 
also on the theme of innovation tie ambidexterity to the different learning styles within the organisation, 
a theme we shall return to in this paper.  
 
3. The study 
3.1 Overview 
Our study was undertaken in a form consistent with a fine-grained comparative case study. The earlier 
literature reviewed served two purposes. Firstly, it influenced the design of the field investigation 
questionnaire employed in the study. Secondly, we drew on this literature to determine the initial 
categories or codes to be utilised during data analysis. Our contention is that utilising comparative case 
study analysis of multiple cases is more advantageous than the use of a single-case study, as findings are 
more likely to be deeply grounded in empirical evidence drawn from multiple perspectives (Eisenhardt 
and Graebner 2007). The research endeavoured to target operationally relevant case organisations, in 
particular organisations which had demonstrated some form of ambidextrous capabilities. 
 
3.2 Unit of analysis 
Reference to unit of analysis implies according to Mead (1938), an interest in understanding behaviour. 
This position is in line with the sociological traditions of verstehende (Weber 1949) which reiterates the 
need to focus more on actions as against according importance to individual actors. The unit of analysis 
in this study therefore focuses on the actions taken by the individual managers (as interviewees), herein 
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the meaning of such behaviour being an objective of our reflection. It is expected that this focus will 
enhance the practical relevance of the information to be gleaned during the interviews (Kozinets 2002).   
 
3.3 Data collection 
Data are obtained from multiple exploratory interviews of senior executives drawn from twelve case 
organisations, all with considerable business operations in the Middle East. One manager from each firm 
was interviewed (twelve in total) (Table 1), representing the minimum indicative number in Sandberg 
(2000) required to achieve saturation. The interviews were conducted over a three month period between 
November 2016 and January 2017. Each of those interviews lasted approximately between 75 and 120 
minutes. The selected respondents were identified professional networks (primarily the Project 
Management Institute). Initial contact with the interviewees was through LinkedIn or directly via email. 
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Our reference to ‘senior executives’ did not encompass ‘board level’ managers as contemplated by 
Oehmichen et al. (2017). Our focus was on managers who occupied positions that served as a link 
between the organisational and project-level (Taylor and Helfat 2009). The interviewees all carried 
enough influence and knowledge of the organization while also at the same time retaining daily 
operational control of project portfolios being implemented by the organisation.  
All the interviewees came from project-based organisations. Two of the organisations were drawn 
from manufacturing, however as Grant and Pennypacker (2006) does point out, project management 
capabilities within the manufacturing industry is relatively high. While the firms arguably exhibited few 
similarities in their operation, their final outputs and outcomes were not necessarily different in that all 
sought to deliver products or/or services that were innovative and likely to enhance their competitiveness. 
Arguably, such similarities provides us with substantial opportunity for cross-case comparison and idea 
generation, thus facilitating meaningful insight into project-level ambidexterity.  
Noting the growing use and noted advantages of telephone interviews over face-to-face 
interviewing (see Rogers 1976; Stephens 2007; Novick 2008), the interviews were conducted via 
telephone. The viability of telephone interviews was particularly drawn from Rogers (1976) who found 
that data quality from telephone interviews were comparable to that of face-to-face interviews. During 
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the interviews, we were particularly mindful of the experiences reported by Stephens (2007) on his 
experiences conducting telephone interviews with elites (as arguably these group of interviewees were).  
All interviews were conducted in English, although in all cases both interviewee and the 
interviewer were fluent Arabic speakers. The decision to conduct the interviews in English rather than 
Arabic was driven by a need to avoid any possible misrepresentation during interview transcription and 
the need for content ratification (Mero-Jaffe 2011). To further ensure that the informants were involved 
with organisational level decision-making, as suggested by Currall et al. (2015), an initial discussion took 
place with each of the interviewees, their superiors (where such existed) or their direct reportee; where 
non such reportees were identified, other employees within their organisations. This initial discussion 
served as a filtration process, especially since job titles are not really indicative of lines and levels of 
managerial responsibility in organisation (Baron and Bielby 1986).  
 
3.4 The interview protocols 
The questionnaire consists of ten core questions as shown in Table 2. The questions were devised to 
support the earlier identified research question (RQ). The questions were inspired by several similar 
studies that covered areas on portfolio management and/or ambidexterity. Table 2 takes the reader in 
tabular form through each question, the logic behind each questions being asked, and the literature or 
research from which those questions were either taken or inspired.   
 
Table 2: The interview questions 
 




How many years has your 
company been in operation? 
Growing? Shrinking or 
sustaining? 
Size of the organisation and whether the 
organisation is in a growing or a shrinking mode—
this question tries to understand the extent of 
ambidexterity for each case study organisation. 
O’Reilly and 
Tushman (2011) 
and Birkinshaw et 
al. (2016). 
Q2 
What do you do in the 
business and what is your role 
in doing that? 
The operation type of the organisation—this 
question looks at the complexity of the organisation 





How do you describe the 
market or the environment in 
which you are operating? 
A description of how respondents perceive the 
market—this question measures the relevance 
between the organisation’s own ambidexterity and 
Teece et al. (2016)  
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compares it with the dynamicity of the market and 
environment. 
Q4 
How do you deal with the 
challenges coming from this 
external environment? 
This core question extracts and understands the 
means and mechanisms each organisation addresses 
its challenges with. 
O’Reilly and 
Tushman (2011)  
Q5 
What do you think you do 
differently as an organisation 
to sustain yourself or grow? 
This question measures the differentiating elements 
organisations apply to fine tune their means and 
mechanisms to overcome challenges. 
O’Reilly and 
Tushman (2011); 
Birkinshaw et al. 
2016 
Q6 
How do you define/select the 
types of projects (or work) that 
you deliver in your 
organisation (whether this was 
for internal or for external 
purposes)? 
This question addresses PPM practices in 
organisations—the question aims to see the 
relevance between organisational ambidexterity and 
its applied practices. 
PMI (2013); APM 
(2012) 
Q7 
To what extent (and how) 
might project types be affected 
by the external environment or 
the market? 
This question looks at the types of the projects in 
the organisation, whether those are of the 
exploratory or the exploitative types, and then tries 
to understand the relevance of the type with the 
environment. 
Davies and Brady 
(2016) 
Q8 
Is there a certain procedure by 
which your organisation 
selects project or clients? Is 
there a certain strategy that 
they follow? 
This question also tackles PPM practices with more 
emphasis on the outcomes of Question 7. 
PMI (2013); APM 
(2012) 
Q9 
What sort of challenges, if 
any, do you face in delivering 
those projects? How do you 
overcome these challenges? 
This is an exploitative type of a question, since it 
asks about the specific challenges faced in the 
delivery of projects. Similar to Questions 4 and 5, 
this question tries to extract the different types of 
challenges combined with probable means or 





What sort of challenges, if 
any, do you face with team 
members? What do you do to 
satisfy these challenges? 
Similar to Questions 4, 5, and 9, this question digs 
into more challenges and tries to find the means of 





A point of observation is that the interview protocol did not contain the word “ambidexterity”. This 
was consciously done in order to ensure that any probable or obvious guidance to anticipated outcomes 
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was avoided. In addition, of particular importance to the authors was the need to glean from the daily 
actions and routines of the interviews evidence of specific operationalizing constructs (which we referred 
to as dimensions) and managerial actions (which we referred to as mechanisms) of project-level 
ambidexterity. Furthermore, the authors were also cognizant of the reality that ‘ambidexterity’ was 
neither a term familiar to practicing managers (Birkinshaw and Gupta 2013) nor a term that appears in 
project practitioner management practice manuals (Petro et al. 2018). 
 
3.5 Data analysis 
Raw data was collected and then transcribed into useable information. To start with, the semi-structured 
questionnaire tested the ambidexterity of the case-study organizations before adding it to the list shown 
in Table 1. The semi structured questionnaire then investigated the challenges each of those case-study 
organizations faced during their day-to-day operation in order to identify and introduce dimensions and 
then mechanisms into the mix. A five-stage analytical process was adopted from Andriopoulos and Lewis 
(2009) and used to analyse the transcribed data. This process calls for a systematic analysis for the raw 
data as shown in the following detailed stage description. 
 
Stage 1. Identify patterns and broad categories in each of the case studies  
To start with, the collected data was investigated thoroughly to see if we could identify patterns or 
emerging structural designs of an organization or a case. In those patterns which we were able to identify, 
we recognised high-level resolutions for problems or challenges; those were categorized for later use. As 
a result of patterns’ identification, we categorized challenges and resolutions for each of the case studies 
(i.e. a resolution indicates any such method or mechanism by which the challenge was resolved by). We 
also identified an operating or a business model attached to each of the cases or organizations. Each 
organisation’s challenges, along with its business and/or operating model were examined separately in 
order to establish whether their analysis could lead to any such paradoxical situations that can pass for 
an ambidexterity challenge. It is worth noting here that it was not the intention of the field survey to 
explore paradoxical situations through which this study has identified as dimensions of ambidexterity, 
rather the intention was to address the research question in which a relation between ambidexterity and 
PPM was sought – i.e. the research question asked for a method which PPM can be used to “facilitate 
ambidexterity in project-based organisations”, we therefore sensed that any such method shall be linked 
to a mechanism by which ambidexterity can be sought through and PPM can be operationalized with. In 
light of this, it was important to ascertain that those challenges, along with the business and operating 
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models, were a product of a paradox for if they were not, the mechanisms generated by this field survey 
and analysis could be argued not belong to the theory under study.  
Considering the above, and in order to achieve a good and a reliable analysis for such lengthy 
interviews, the relevant scripts were put into a standard format devised by the authors with the aim to 
facilitate information gleaning and further analyses, then, they were all transported into NVivo software. 
NVivo uses nodes as means to facilitate the required analysis; each node represents a category, or a sub 
category. The nodes can then be used in various ways to work through the analysis. The researcher can 
create as many nodes as they want using NVivio, and they can link all such nodes, and use them in 
various ways to achieve the results they aspire. With this in mind, we created parent nodes and identified 
one as the business/operating model and another one we called challenges. All such nodes were then 
subcategorized into 24 sub-codes. Parts of the script were then taken (copied) and saved under any such 
node whether a parent or a sub node – those part scripts can be referred to as references. The parent 
nodes (i.e. the high-level ones: business/operating model and challenges) received no fewer than 50 
references combined. Another parent node was created and called challenges with the aim to identify 
resolutions which will be used later to extract the required mechanisms from them (needed to answer the 
research question). The challenges node received no less than 53 references. During the analysis of the 
challenges and business/operating model references contradictory situations and/or statements were 
looked for to identify paradoxes.  
 
Stage 2. Link relevant concepts within each case  
Prior to discussing what concepts mean in this context, it is important to understand their relationship to 
the abovementioned nodes and how these nodes generated the referred-to concepts or vice versa. To 
facilitate this, please refer to Figures 1 and 2 and in particular to the first column in those figures named 
‘first-order concept’. This first-order concept represents the sub-categories referred to in stage 1 (sub 
nodes or child nodes). This means that we have created those sub-categories through the references (i.e. 
parts of the relevant scripts) prior to creating or determining what the main or the parent categories/nodes 
should be – later referred to as second-order concepts achieved through introducing themes. Also, it is 
important to understand here that this process was iterative in nature, which means that the authors had 
to create, recreate or deleted or rename various child and parent nodes depending on what the references 
indicated each time.  
Considering the above, the second stage looked for links between the first-order concepts (Carter 
2015) – as mentioned above, those first-order concepts represented the initial categories generated to 
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group ideas and relevant texts within each of the transcripts in the raw data. The first-order concepts were 
grouped to form second-order themes or concepts aggregated later to form the parent nodes in the NVivo 
software platform. It is important to note that this inductive process and analysis was carried out in a way 
that allowed those concepts to be generated by the raw data rather than being purely guided by the study 
theory or the research question.   
 
Stage 3. Conducting cross-case analysis.  
Stage 3 utilised the information produced in the first two stages – with an iterative process in mind – to 
look for similarities between the first-order concepts amongst the cases (i.e. cross case analysis – see to 
Eisenhardt 1989 and Miles and Huberman 1994). A similar analysis was also carried out on the second-
order concepts as well. The intention of this was to combine categories and sub categories (nodes and 
sub-nodes) together and to achieve an optimum level of parsimonious or abstraction across all cases. 
Moreover, and as identified in Figure 1, we were able to identify themes in this case which we then 
gathered under what we coined as dimensions in Figure 1 and mechanisms in Figure 2 and those were 
captured at the highest level of abstraction – it is to be noted that those dimensions and mechanisms 
correspond to those identified under Petro et al. (2018). 
 
Stage 4. Building/confirming the theoretical framework  
This final stages were confirmatory. To agree on a parsimonious set of constructs as identified by the 
raw data, the most robust findings were used for this purpose. This stage was also used to introduce 
further refinements for this study and to kick off any iterative needs.  
 
Stage 5. Inter-rater agreement  
The reliability of each dimension, code or node was assessed with the introduction of a thorough process 
of checks and reviews by each one of the authors. The naming and the purpose of each of the categories 
or sub categories generated was challenged in two ways, first of which was with its relevance to the 
study, and secondly with its meaning and the addition its connotation might have to the literature.  The 
rest of the authors provided an outsider check point. Any disagreements were resolved through 
discussions, debates and interpretations. All discrepancies were kept on file until a final agreement was 






Figure 1: Cross-case analysis for dimensions of ambidexterity  
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Figure 2: Cross-case analysis for mechanisms of ambidexterity 
 
4. The findings 
We now report on the findings as relates to the specific dimensions and mechanisms required to achieve 
project-level ambidexterity and how these dimensions and mechanism are best operationalized at the 
project level for relevance to project management practice. 
 
4.1 Dimensions of ambidexterity 
The interviewees reported that their organisations routinely pursued the exploitation and exploration of 
knowledge, thus suggesting that knowledge may represent a dimension of ambidexterity. The first-order 
concepts (shown in Figure 1) suggested that there were three main sub-divisions of knowledge (i) 
‘Growing knowledge through offered services’ (ii) ‘Understanding changing client requirements’ and 
(iii) ‘Working with changing market requirements’.  
A number of the interviewees also suggested that market competitiveness constituted one of the 
challenges that required careful attention as it could work against any of the operating/business model 
Flexibility 
Alliancing 
Roles and responsibilities 
Learn about future directions 
Understand what others do 
Understand/harness own capabilities 







Bond between leader and the team  
Internal communications 
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identified initially - in particular, the offered services. This suggested the existence of a second dimension 
of ambidexterity relating to operating/business model which we termed the behaviour dimension. We 
found ‘Projects resourcing requirements’ and ‘Working on common goals’ as the associated first-order 
concepts. ‘Working on common goals’. This set refers to the loyalty of the employees to the organisation. 
Interviewee 12 refers to his employees and explains how they worked within their own time to resolve 
issues that arose from the 2009 financial crisis, adding: 
“My staff came up with brilliant ideas, such as part-time work and the likes. By them being so 
loyal to me and to the company and working out of their comfort zone, we managed to survive”.  
 
Challenges as related to the behaviour dimension related to for example the creation of the right 
conditions to sustain individual learning. Sometimes as Interviewee 11 mentioned, organisational politics 
served as a barrier against effective individual learning resulting in much tension among employees. The 
literature (Pinto 2000) alludes to the use of politics and power as having an influence on the success of 
project implementation, yet most practitioners appear to maintain a negative view of this role.  
The findings also suggested the existence of another dimension of ambidexterity which we termed 
the technological dimension. The literature already suggests that the scalability and adaptability 
functionality of technology creates an appropriate platform for organisations to pursue ambidextrous 
initiatives (see Chi et al. 2017). Herein, it was not a surprise that Interviewee 7 identified technology as 
key to their flexibility noting “a huge demand” for its products, by which they started their application 
in mass production, infusing efficiency in their operation and creating a fully ambidextrous organisation 
at the operational level. This view is shared in the literature. For example, Ardichvili et al. (2003) notes 
that technology offers numerous advantages to firms to create and deliver new opportunities to both 
existing and future customers. As relates to its operating/business model, the first-order concepts 
associated with the technological dimension were ‘Identify gaps in knowledge/market’ and ‘Internal 
capabilities’ (shown earlier in Figure 1). In terms of ‘Identify gaps in knowledge/market’, the emphasis 
was on the use of technology to for example identify gaps in knowledge about technology within the 
market. An emphasis on the operating/business model of this dimension could be construed as a form of 
ambidexterity as the firm in question begin to explore and search for business opportunities utilising 
technology as a core competency. Commenting on the role of the operating/business model as relating 
to the technological dimension, Interviewee 12 suggested (within the context of new technological 
breakthrough in energy savings), that his firm was the: 




In terms of challenges associated with the technological dimension, Interviewee 5 suggested that while 
technology could represent a key competitive differentiator, it was unclear whether technology could in 
all circumstances deliver organisational-level or in fact, project-level advantages. Interestingly, this 
concern has attracted the attention of scholars. Ojiako et al. (2013) had observed that the infusion of 
technology into service offerings did not necessarily lead to service enhancement.  
The final dimension of ambidexterity identified in the study related to what we term the 
procedural dimension and in terms of its operating/business model, the first-order concepts under this 
dimension referred to ‘Processes that were needed to grow and sustain ambidexterity’ and ‘Optimised 
resource utilisation’ (shown earlier Figure 1). These processes are as Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) 
point out, largely to “…enable and encourage individuals to make their own judgments about how to 
divide their time between conflicting demands for alignment and adaptability” (p.210). Interviewee 12, 
for instance, observed that his organisation had endeavoured to expand, but that they found it was 
“…spreading itself too thin” due to the lack of proper planning and strategic processes to support such 
an expansion. Interviewee 7’s company’s interests on the other hand were to ensure that their processes 
were robust enough to support their ability to maintain not only their current position in the market, but 
also seek other opportunities that will guarantee their future competitiveness. Interviewee 5 had concerns 
on whether their processes were flexible enough to maintain outputs from their current project portfolio 
while at the same time optimising their project portfolios for the future through enhanced process 
coordination. In terms of challenges with the processual dimension, for instance, Interviewee 12 noted 
that his organisation had largely failed to develop processes that exhibited desired strategic flexibility. In 
his opinion, the leadership of his organisation had found themselves caught in a dilemma: either to 
support current operations with its well set out processes, or ‘overlook’ other opportunities (without well 
set out processes) and therefore loose considerable business leverage potentially emanating from new 
business opportunities.  
 
4.2 Mechanisms of ambidexterity 
The first form of ambidexterity mechanism identified from the interviews was structural design. The 
first-order concepts identified as relevant to this specific mechanism related to ‘Flexibility’, ‘Alliancing’, 




 “…employees wore salesman hats [during the financial crisis]…and they were all determined 
to bring in more work to increase their time booking”.  
 
Another first-order concept identified as relevant to the structural design mechanism related to 
‘Alliancing’. The literature on alliancing and project-level ambidexterity is well developed. Herein, 
drawing from the literature (Das and Teng 2000; Grant and Baden-Fuller 2004; Tiwana 2008), alliances 
are construed as formal collaborative arrangements between different organisations that have as their 
objective the creation of strategic and operational value. In this vein, Interviewee 12 suggested that: 
 “…some of the partnerships my company have engaged in have provided us the exposure and 
allowed us to expand even further into markets we would otherwise have no access to”.  
 
However, continuing in the same vein, Interviewee 12 acknowledged that due to poor project-level 
integration “…the benefits of some of our partnerships are being questioned by our leadership”. Tiwana 
(2008) opines that an essential operationalisation of alliances is their coordination at the project-level. 
Without such project-level integration, difficulties are likely to arise as relates to individual alliance 
partners being able to access the knowledge they require to develop and configure new ideas. 
The final first-order concept identified as relevant to the ‘structural design’ mechanism related 
to ‘Roles and responsibilities’. Literature suggests that a number of factors which includes job and role 
design can impact upon ambidexterity (Patel et al. 2013). Thus, according to Interviewee 5:  
“I am the business development director for the company. I used to be a programmer, then a 
project manager, and finally got promoted to this position. The company notices talented people 
and they deal with them with care and grow their talents, which puts them into good positions at 
the end of the day”. 
 
Either way, contribution of individual employees is likely to be enhanced as noted by Interviewee 5 
when:   
“We … see what others have achieved as [their] target and then start competing with each other”. 
 
In terms of the second form of ambidexterity mechanism, ‘learning mechanisms’, the first-order concepts 
that were identified from the study as pertinent to the ‘learning mechanisms’ included (i) ‘Learn about 
future directions’ (ii) ‘Understand what others do’ (iii) ‘Understand/harness own capabilities’ and (iv) 
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‘Learn about own projects’ (shown in Figure 2). Interviewee 10, for instance suggested that his 
organisation had:  
“…learn[ed] the hard way”.  
 
Brady and Davies (2004) argued that the tendency appears to be that at the initial stage, a new project 
will be engaged in learning which is predominantly exploratory in nature, signifying the utilisation of 
new project processes to deal with project activities which are largely unique and hence with, unfamiliar. 
However, as managers become more familiar with the challenges of the project and settle into a 
predictable routine, learning increasingly take a more exploitative form drawing from organisation or 
more specifically, portfolio-level routines. Interviewee 12 had suggested an emphasis within his 
organisation for “non-traditional” thinking. However, such creative thinking required true commitment 
and understanding of the current operation and market. Hence:  
 “We are creative; we always create new things, new processes, new frameworks, and new 
services”.  
 
This point was reiterated by Interviewee 10 when discussing the need for an organisation to understand 
its business: 
 “…we moved some operations and resources around to achieve operational efficiency; by doing 
so, we managed to disperse all their knowledgeable resources across the various company 
functions and operations”.  
 
The third ambidexterity mechanism identified in the study was ‘selection mechanisms’. Interviewee 10 
informant commented on this point by suggesting that:  
 “Clients in the Gulf Corporation Council GCC are willing to pay the premium of our services, 
hence, we locate those clients and work with them”. 
 
Project selection within project portfolio management is essential to project portfolio management 
(Archer and Ghasemzadeh 1999; Fernhaber and Patel, 2012). As earlier alluded to, the selection of the 
right combination of projects within a portfolio was more than likely to enhance the simultaneous pursuit 
of multiplicity. Interviewee 8 noted that: 




Similarly, Interviewee 5 observed that: 
 “Our business is divided mainly into two streams, we have the projects operation and we have 
the retail business; for now, our focus is more on projects not the retail, since the retail business 
requires lots of infrastructure and preparation and other types of marketing campaigns, which 
we don’t have at the moment. We wish we could be doing better in retail, since it has better DSO 
and collection system compared to those of projects”.  
 
Project selection was is particularly critical according to Interviewee 12 because:  
 “It is difficult to untangle resources sharing once the projects become operational”.  
 
The final mechanisms of ambidexterity which was identified in the findings was ‘communication. The 
first-order concepts in this category refer to (i) ‘Bond between leader and the team’ (ii) Internal 
communications (iii) ‘External communications’ and (iv) ‘External relationships and networks’ (shown 
in Figure 2). 
The ability of senior executives to communicate with them is an important facet of an 
ambidextrous organisation and a matter of interest to the literature (García-Granero et al. 2017). Ensuring 
the simultaneous pursuit of multiplicity requires what Huang et al. (2015) refers to as “communicational 
ambidexterity”, in effect “…the capability to simultaneously address different and often conflicting 
communication needs that exist in an organization’s internal communication, by achieving 
complementarity between different communication modes” (p. 50). With “communicational 
ambidexterity”, organisations are able to ensure that the different information needs across its different 
levels are met. It allows according to Interviewee 4 “…the ability of the responsible managers to 
communicate information which is of both organizational and managerial importance”. Such 
“communicational ambidexterity”, according to Interviewee 2, allows for: 
“The building of new types of relationships between all stakeholders”.  
 
These relationships were best built “…through building long lasting networks and relationships among 
the various stakeholders” (Interviewee 5).  
In sum, the views expressed by the different Interviewee demonstrates that when examining the 
operating/business model and challenges that the case organisation had to contend with that are imposed 
by constraints resolvable through ambidexterity, specific dimensions (which are in effect, 
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The result of the data analysis suggested the existence of specific dimensions and mechanisms of project-
level ambidexterity likely to be enhanced by project portfolio management practices.  
 
5.1 Dimensions of ambidexterity 
As relates to dimensions of project-level ambidexterity, the study found the existence of four 
operationalizing constructs; namely (i) knowledge (ii) behaviour (iii) technology and (iv) process. In 
terms of the knowledge dimension we had found main knowledge subcategories which appeared mainly 
exploitative. One such example is ‘Growing knowledge through offered services’. The literature suggests 
that knowledge creation essentially occurs at the interface between projects and the sponsoring 
organization (Grabher 2004).  The sub-divisions of knowledge that emerged from the interviews related 
to (i) ‘Growing knowledge through offered services’ (ii) ‘Understanding changing client requirements’ 
and (iii) ‘Working with changing market requirements’.  While all three sub-divisions suggest that 
focusing on the creation of knowledge at the project level allows for knowledge to be created within the 
context of how it is to be used, the temporality of projects (see Stjerne and Svejenova 2016; van 
Marrewijk et al. 2016) means that knowledge created at the project-level could be lost as soon as the 
project is completed and the project team disperses (Brady and Davies 2004). Arguably, a project 
portfolio management office (see Unger et al. 2012) can play a major intermediary role here by serving 
as a repertoire of information. Arguably, for effectiveness, the process of knowledge management may 
need to be transferred from the project-level to the portfolio level. 
Li et al. (2008) claimed that the two constructs of ambidexterity (exploitation and exploration) 
can be operationalised through distinct knowledge types and perspectives. In terms of perspectives, two 
are of interest, the first addressing the learning perspective which construes exploitation as knowledge 
development and exploration as the search for new knowledge and the second focusing on the search 
perspective which construes exploitation as the local search for knowledge and exploration as the distant 
search for knowledge. As Khanagha et al. (2014) had pointed out earlier, organisations do not exist in 
isolation and are expected to interact with a wide variety of suppliers, customers, regulatory bodies and 
competitors. However, a word of caution as relates to ‘Working with changing market requirements’ 
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from a project portfolio perspective: we opine that organisations that pursue ambidexterity at the project 
level utilising single projects are unlikely to develop the required competency to address such 
ambidexterity due to resource constraints. In most cases, resource constraints within single projects imply 
that the sponsoring organisation will be unable to mobilize the necessary resources required to pursue 
ambidextrous initiatives within the context of a single project. Utilising project portfolio management 
practices to support the pursuit ambidexterity at the project level while seemingly attractive is also 
associated with challenges. First, the new role of project portfolio managers is still evolving, requiring 
more clarity in terms of their relationship with project managers (Jonas 2010). Second, portfolio 
managers with declared expertise in exploitative initiatives may not have the required competency to 
simultaneously manage explorative initiatives (Aubry and Lièvre 2010). Furthermore, it is not unusual 
for very limited overlap between those that manage individual projects within a portfolio and those with 
responsibility of the overall management of the portfolio as a whole. In effect, some portfolios may be 
managed in a manner that entails circumventing any need for resource integration across the individual 
constituent projects within any given portfolio. Drawing from Stettner and Lavie (2014), there are a 
number of reasons why this may be desired: one being the desire to maintain specialist project knowledge 
and routines through specialization, another being the desire to limit possible conflicting between 
individual projects.  
In terms of the second ambidexterity dimension (behaviour), recent studies suggest that the 
ambidextrous competencies of an organisation may be directly related to individual manager competency 
for simultaneousity and multiplicity (Aubry and Lièvre 2010). The role of individual managers with the 
ability to manage specific project and diverse portfolio-wide tasks cannot be underestimated. Similarly, 
Tempelaar and Rosenkranz (2017) acknowledge not only the importance of the individual level (as a 
form of agency) in the enactment of ambidexterity citing its key role in driving synergies between 
exploitation and exploration at the level of the organisation, but also that ambidexterity at the individual 
level may represent the most challenging to achieve. For one, the knowledge base of most individuals is 
relatively (compared to organisations) more narrow. More specifically, the literature have shown that 
when undertaking dynamic and transitionary tasks, ambidextrous behaviour leads to a higher level of 
performance (Rogan and Mors 2014; Tempelaar and Rosenkranz 2017). Key to the success of such 
ambidextrous behaviour is not only an ability to overcome the cognitive challenge associated with 
oscillating (swinging) between multiple and contradictory mind-sets (Rogan and Mors 2014) and roles 
(Tempelaar and Rosenkranz 2017), but also the self-belief of the individual manager in their ability to 
succeed in conditions of simultaneousity and multiplicity that characterised ambidexterity. We found 
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evidence of organisational politics hampering effective individual learning; yet ambidextrous behaviour 
is a learning behaviour. Overcoming the barriers to such learning require effective leadership that actively 
encouraged individual project-level managers to engage in learning that enhanced the knowledge needed 
to simultaneously exploit current opportunities while at the same time generating new opportunities. 
The third ambidexterity dimension that was identified related to technology. The extant literature 
suggests that technology is an operationalizing construct of ambidexterity. Drawing from Lee et al. 
(2015), we can conceptualise the ambidexterity dimension of technology as being focused on the 
organisations ability to simultaneous exploit current and explore new technology resources and practice 
for what is in effect, contradictory organisational purposes.  
Operationalizing ambidexterity through technology also implies simultaneously pursuing 
technology standardization/scalability (exploitation) and technology flexibility/adaptability 
(exploration). Mithas and Rust (2016) for example show that technology serves a number of enabling 
dual performance functions in organisations. For example, technology can simultaneously increase 
revenues and reduce costs. Technology allows organisations to simultaneously exploit existing 
opportunities while at the same time searching for new opportunities. Drawing from Chi et al. (2017), 
we opine that through standardization, organisations are able to reduce relational risks, for example in 
this case, opportunism on the part of individual projects within a portfolio. However at the same time, 
technology flexibility (exploration) allows for flexibility in the nature of the contractual relationship 
between individual projects within a portfolio. Herein, technology ambidexterity can enhance the 
effectiveness of the relational performance of project portfolios through its combination of various 
project portfolio governance approaches. As in the case of the behaviour dimension, Mithas and Rust 
(2016) highlighted the potential risks emenating from a technology dimension of ambidexterity. One 
such risk is the reality that when an organisation focuses its technology on more than one goal, it creates 
strategic ambiguity as fit between its technology-led decisions become vaguer. Simultaneously focusing 
on contradictory technology goals can also prevent the seamless integration of individual projects within 
the portfolio and at the same time create prioritization challenges. 
The final dimension of ambidexterity identified in the study is related to process. Khanagha et al. 
(2014) had found that the dynamic alternation between separation and integration could be process 
facilitated. Being the case, there is literature that discusses the role formalized processes play in the 
achievement of success in projects (Liu et al. 2008). One noted advantage of utilising standard project 
processes is the ability of the project to exploit economies of scale as the coordination between different 
processes becomes less complex. Utilising standard project processes also allows for more efficient 
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transfer of knowledge across individual constituent projects within a portfolio. This can enhance learning 
experiences (Teller et al. 2012). Ultimately, the crucial question in project portfolio management process 
is whether the predictability and control that derives from formalized processes (for example, preventing 
reckless use of project or portfolio resources) justifies the possible restriction of desired creativity and 
innovation.  
 
5.2 Mechanisms of ambidexterity 
Relating to mechanisms of project-level ambidexterity, the study found the existence of four specific 
managerial actions required to achieve project-level ambidexterity. These are namely (i) structural 
design (ii) learning (iii) selection and (iv) communication.  
A core element of the findings suggests that as relates to structural design, specific concepts that 
were of interest related to notions such as ‘Flexibility’, ‘Alliancing’, and ‘Roles and responsibilities’. 
The literature alludes to organizational ambidexterity while generally a simple to conceptualise, is less 
than simple to achieve. Flexibility is an important mechanism of ambidexterity because flexibility 
remains the single core capability that is able to ensure that organisations are agile. Thus, the view that 
flexibility is a functional capability of organizational ambidexterity (Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004; 
Raisch et al. 2009; O'Reilly and Tushman 2011). We had earlier identified contextual ambidexterity as 
the most effective means of actualising ambidexterity at the project level. Generating the flexibility 
required to support contextual ambidexterity overcomes the need for structural separation – which from 
the literature (Hoang and Rothaermel 2010) further increases the partitioning (as against the desired 
integration) of project portfolio activities. Of importance to flexibility of structural design in the use of 
project portfolios to achieve project-level ambidexterity is that there is the simultaneous use of shared 
resources (of the portfolio) to engage in exploitation and exploration while at the same time, resource 
utilisation within individual projects is encouraged and allowed for (Wang and Rafiq 2014). 
As relates to the ‘learning’ which was found to be the second form of ambidexterity, the literature 
suggests a positive correlation between learning practices and organisational ambidexterity (Lin et al. 
2013; Lin and McDonough 2014; Wei et al. 2014). Projects will generally employ different learning 
mechanisms to facilitate learning. From the literature it can be assumed that for projects within a 
portfolio, most learning mechanisms are likely to be focused on enabling the acquisition of knowledge 
from co-projects within the portfolio via a process of knowledge reconfiguration (Lin et al. 2013; Lin 
and McDonough 2014).  
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A first-order concept that was identified from the study as pertinent to the ‘learning mechanisms’ 
included ‘Understand what others do’. Inter- portfolio learning is desirable as it ensures that similar 
knowledge bases are explored. However, one concern with inter- portfolio learning is the likelihood that 
with the exchange likely focusing on existing knowledge, the exploration of new ideas is less likely. One 
means of limiting this challenge is to create a culture of open communication at the project portfolio 
level.  
‘Selection mechanisms’, in effect, project selection and the selection and allocation of project 
teams in a way that facilitates ambidexterity (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009; Eriksson 2013), had been 
identified as the third ambidexterity mechanism. We opine that the relevant literature does not appear 
contentious. There is general agreement on the advantages of synergies in portfolios, the need to assess 
strategic fit among projects within a project portfolio and an acknowledgement that such assessment can 
in the absence of adequate information be particularly challenging (Kornfeld and Kara 2011). The 
literature acknowledges that the project portfolio selection involves complex quantitative, qualitative and 
hybrid methods (Dutra et al. 2014). Bessant et al. (2011) had emphasised that the decision on which 
portfolio to select extends beyond determining the risk associated with the project portfolio to the need 
for optimised processes. It also extends to selecting an optimised configuration of different project 
portfolios, taking into consideration for example their different sizes. 
Communication had been identified as one of the fourth specific managerial actions 
(mechanisms) required to achieve project-level ambidexterity. By creating an open environment, 
individual project managers will become more willing to communicate their experiences and ideas 
gleaned both from within and outside the boundaries of their individual projects with not only other 
project managers within the portfolio, but the wider stakeholder group. Arguably, the exchanges that 
emanate from such an open environment is likely to facilitate much needed collaboration within the wider 
portfolio, enhancing the effectiveness of resource allocation. Leaning in this sense can be seen as a 
mechanism for project-level ambidexterity. However, as in the case of knowledge management at the 
project-level, the temporality of projects creates particular challenges for project-level learning. Hereto, 
a project portfolio management office can play a major role in capturing and embedding learning 
experiences from projects and by implication overcoming learning boundaries and divisions in practice 
which may emerge between projects (Scarbrough et al. 2004). 
An interesting perspective that emerges from the study findings relates to possible means of 
articulating a practical use of PPM practices to achieve ambidexterity. To facilitate such an 
understanding, reference is made to the possible relationship between PPM practices, as represented by 
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tools and techniques, and mechanisms of ambidexterity. This relationship is shown in Table 3 (below) 
with the tools and techniques drawn primarily from the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the 
APM (The Chartered Body for the Project Profession).  
 
Table 3. Comparison between mechanisms of ambidexterity and PPM tools and areas 
 
Mechanisms of ambidexterity PPM tools and techniques  
PPM tools and 
techniques PPM areas of 
management 

















Roles and responsibilities 
Portfolio component 
categorization 
Change management Scope Management 
    Budgeting and cost 
control Financial and Cost 
Management     Funding 






Learn about future 
directions 
 Elicitation techniques Business case 
Integrative 
Management 












Learn about own projects 
  
Solutions development  
    Resource scheduling Schedule 
Management 
    Risk techniques Risk Management 
    Assurance  Quality 





















Management   Portfolio component 
categorization 
Time scheduling 
    Budgeting and cost 
control Financial and Cost 
Management     Funding 
    Investment appeal 
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    Contract 
Resource 
Management 
    Mobilization 
    Procurement 















Bond between the leader 
and the team 
 Communication methods  Information management 
Integrative 
Management 
Internal communications Communication analysis Planning 
External communications Stakeholder analysis Stakeholder management 
External relationships and 
networks      
Elicitation techniques  Change control 
Scope Management 
    Change management 
    Risk context 
Risk Management 
    Risk techniques 
    Assurance Quality 
Management     Reviews 
 
 
The APM (APM, 2012) for example divides the knowledge behind managing the portfolio into 
seven areas of management which are shown in the last column of Table 3. Each of these knowledge 
areas can be compared and mapped against the mechanisms of ambidexterity (structural, learning, 
selection, and communication) represented by their first-order concepts, as presented in the first columns. 
Project portfolio management (PPM) practices within each of the management areas, as presented in the 
penultimate column, are applied as part of the portfolio management (discussed below). The middle 
column of Table 3 shows a similar analysis using PMI tools and techniques. There are numerous 
professional project management bodies of knowledge in circulation (Morris et al. 2006). However, we 
focus on the PMI and the APM because both organisations command arguably the most members and 
by implication, their PPM bodies of knowledge, encapsulated for example in the case of the PMI in the 
Standard for Portfolio Management (PMI, 2013) represent the most influential and widely adopted PPM 
practitioner manuals in circulation.  
The first three columns of Table 3 provide a comparative analysis between the first- and the 
second-order concepts of mechanisms of ambidexterity, along with a selection of PPM practices.  
Firstly, the ‘structural’ mechanisms used for achieving ambidexterity have been divided in this 
qualitative analysis into three first-order concepts/components: ‘flexibility’, ‘complementary alliances’, 
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and ‘roles and responsibilities’. The portfolio structural analysis refers to the assignment of roles and 
responsibilities of the portfolio; this goes with the needed structural, size, and complexity analysis of the 
organisation and the size of the projects in hand. These resemble the structural mechanisms of achieving 
ambidexterity. Resources are explored at this juncture and analysed, along with the rest of the portfolio 
components. This is in order to build a comprehensive structuring plan that allows for their feasibility of 
use and ease of application. Moreover, these tools and techniques define the structure of the portfolio 
and link this to the structure of the organisation; this structure then defines the needed roles and 
responsibilities to run the organisation and its portfolios. These tools may generate the need to separate 
exploratory activities from those that are exploitative to form a temporal separation, a domain separation, 
or a structural separation. Prioritization of projects can be introduced to support the organisational 
structure; this can be accompanied with scenario analysis and categorization. A clear demarcation 
between organic and mechanistic structures can also be identified here. 
The second, ‘learning’ mechanisms used for achieving ambidexterity have been divided in this 
qualitative analysis into four first-order concepts/components: learn about future directions, understand 
what others do, understand own capabilities and learn about own projects. Elicitation techniques here 
refer to planning, setting up metrics, understanding the direction of the business, measuring the 
performance, and re-strategizing when and as needed (PMI 2013). These are all accompanied with the 
review meetings, steering committee meetings, and performance review meetings required to set the 
target and move toward the strategized direction. Capability and capacity analysis refers to the analysis 
of resources, their (resources) schedules, funding requirements, and any other relevant resources or 
capabilities needed to deliver the portfolio (PMI 2013). This is where the PPM manager learns the 
different requirements for the portfolio through brainstorming, facilitation, surveys, learning from, and 
collaborating with others, such as in work groups and with internal or external experts, alliances, the 
client, and/or stakeholders. It is assumed that the PPM manager has absolute control over all the resources 
within the organisation, however; this may not be the case, particularly in less mature organisations. PPM 
perceived control, or the lack of it, may therefore have an effect on the efforts expended in building and 
achieving ambidexterity. 
Third, ‘selection’ mechanisms used for achieving ambidexterity have been divided in this 
qualitative analysis into three first-order concepts/components: clients selection, resources selection, and 
projects selection. Portfolio management tools and techniques selected under this component for 
comparison with mechanisms refer to capacity and capability analysis, projects prioritization analysis, 
and portfolio component categorization, as discussed earlier. Although most of these tools and techniques 
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have been referred to under other mechanisms, they still can work under these mechanisms. It is to be 
noted that it was never the intention here to set a clear-cut demarcation between components, 
mechanisms, and/or tools and techniques. The qualitative and quantitative analyses, in this case, tap into 
the capability and capacity assessment specifically for resources with the intention to improve their 
schedules for the betterment of the entire portfolio and the organisation.   
Finally, ‘communication’ mechanisms used for achieving ambidexterity have been divided in this 
qualitative analysis into four first-order concepts/components: bond between the leader and the team, 
internal communications, external communications, and external relationships and networks. The PPM 
tools and techniques compare with many components under this category. Stakeholder analysis, for 
instance, defines those stakeholders that need to be satisfied or appeased, the methods of communication 
and analysis with stakeholders and others, and the elicitation techniques, as discussed above. The use of 
various communication and information transfer techniques can help generate ambidexterity when 
exposed to those appropriate techniques, as mentioned above.  
 
6. Conclusions 
The study commenced on the notion that while there is a paucity of research explicitly situated within 
the context of projects, the concept of ambidexterity is of theoretical and practical value to the discipline 
of project management. Notably, the transient nature and mutuality of interdependencies that exist within 
projects have made them ideally suitable for catering for ambidexterity’s contradictory constructs; 
exploitation and exploration.  While projects are used by organisations to operationalize their visions, 
organisations rarely pursue single projects, due to declining returns, most organisations implement 
numerous projects (simultaneously), in the form of ‘project portfolios’. The question however that 
becomes of interest is how project portfolio management (PPM) can facilitate ambidexterity in project-
based organisations and more specifically, what specific dimensions (specific project-based attributes 
that are capable of creating paradoxes) and mechanisms (managerial actions) required to achieve such 
level of ambidexterity. The paper draws particularly on alliance theory which provides the necessary 
foundations that explains how PPM can facilitate ambidexterity through inter-project connections that 
exist within and across portfolio boundaries. It is observed that projects within portfolios can enhance 
and complement the ambidextrous competencies of other co-projects. Thus, exploring ambidexterity 
from the point of an inter-project alliance (portfolio), it was noted that such portfolios serve as importance 
facilitators for ambidexterity in that they allow individual projects simultaneously focus on existing and 
new initiatives.  
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To explore the question, this paper reported on the outcome of a three-year study which 
culminated with a multiple exploratory interviews of senior executives involved in project-level activities 
who were drawn from twelve case organisations in the Middle East. These dimensions and mechanisms 
which represented a prism for exploring project-level ambidexterity, had emerged from earlier 
taxonomical analysis of the elements and components of ambidexterity (see Petro et al. 2018) 
representing a prism for exploring project-level ambidexterity. For management and practitioner 
relevance, interviewees were drawn from ‘senior executives (managers) whose relevance to 
ambidexterity is drawn from the literature due to their frontline operational roles as contemplated by 
Zimmermann et al. (2018). The outcomes of the interviews were analysed utilising a five-stage 
systematic analytical process. Based on the advanced research question, specific dimensions and 
mechanisms of project-level ambidexterity likely to be enhanced by PPM practices were identified. In 
terms of dimensions, the study found the existence of four operationalizing constructs of project-level 
ambidexterity; namely (i) knowledge (ii) behaviour (iii) technology and (iv) process. On the other hand, 
in terms of mechanisms, four specific managerial actions required to achieve project-level ambidexterity 
were identified as (i) structural design (ii) learning (iii) selection and (iv) communication.  
This study makes specific practical and theoretical contributions. In terms of practical relevance, 
it has provided new means and measures that can be used to assess gaps in organisations, with a particular 
focus on Project Based Organisations; it facilitates the identification of those gaps by linking them to the 
definition of dimensions and mechanisms of ambidexterity. A reflection of the practicalities associated 
with PPM practices was drawn based on existing bodies of knowledge derived from the Project 
Management Institute (PMI) and the APM (The Chartered Body for the Project Profession). On this 
basis, the authors argue that an appreciation of the interplay between the dimensions and mechanisms of 
PPM-facilitated ambidexterity is required to mitigate against potential risk of ambiguity arising between 
the various stakeholders involved in PPM delivery. In effect, an appreciation of these dimensions and 
mechanisms is likely to enhance successful project delivery. However, analysing the conclusions that 
flows from the study, following the practitioner discourse (laid out in Table 3), there is a viable 
suggestion that due to the nature of the operating/business model and challenges that organisations have 
to contend with, the dimensions and mechanisms needed to achieve ambidexterity in project-based 
organisations need may actually require further and meaningful simplification in order to accommodate 
differences between individual projects. The reason for this position is that comparison shown in Table 
3 raises questions on whether managers are able to comprehend the nature of the challenges associated 
with facilitating ambidexterity through PPM. In acknowledging that that projects are unlikely to be 
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explicitly exploitative or exploratory in nature (Sohani and Singh 2017), congruence remains a matter of 
critical importance to projects. Finally, these developments within the concept of ambidexterity, 
combined with the alignment with PPM practices above, helps practitioners and managers comprehend 
the importance and influence of this dynamic capability on Project-Based Organisations, particularly 
when placed in complex and dynamic environments. 
As relates to theoretical contributions, this study firstly directly responds to the increased 
demands for empirical based studies in operations and project management. Secondly, the study draws 
upon such empirical evidence to elaborate on not only the specific dimensions and mechanisms required 
to achieve project-level ambidexterity, but also on their operationalization. 
As expected, the study is not without limitations associated with case study research (Ketokivi and 
Choi 2014). In particular, the study was exploratory rather than quantitative and further research could, 
based on the framework developed within this study, carry out more statistical study to validate the 
conclusions. Such work could use a similar methodology to the well-known Jansen et al (2012) in looking 
at the ambidexterity in individual units within a larger enterprise and the performance implications, 
showing how the underlying features of the enterprise act as an important “boundary condition” for the 
analysis.  Indeed, more work towards quantifying these features of project-oriented organisations may 
allow the application of the Theory of Constraints (a management philosophy focusing on the “weakest 
links” to improve system performance) towards optimising the organisational choices (see Simsit et al 
2014).  
Furthermore, although projects due to their temporal nature are inherently political in nature, the 
study made no effort to explore the existence of possible temporal interests how their existence may 
shape the interpretation of ambidexterity. Earlier studies by McGivern et al. (2017) suggests that the 
interpretation of task frames in projects are usually of a temporal nature. It may be of interest to further 
studies to explore whether (and possibly how), political dynamics are able to manipulate the generation 
of a temporal conception of ambidexterity. Another key limitation of the study related to the framing of 
project-level ambidexterity. Recent literature (Zimmermann et al. 2018) now alludes to (i) ambidexterity 
neither being a linear process that encapsulates the straightforward emergence of appropriate coping 
designs once the approach is adopted and (ii) that exploitation and exploration tensions although they 
can be temporarily inoperative, always linger on and reappear. In effect, ambidexterity is never a static 
phase, instead it is a process in a state constant flux. Both positions suggest that there is a need for 
continuous reshaping of PPM initiatives to be able to cater for what is in effect a constantly evolving 
tension between exploitation and exploration. However, although being the case, the constant nature of 
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this evolving tensions were not catered for in the study. Accordingly, there is an opportunity to explore 
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